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Zero sight, unlimited vision.
Featured in:
•The Wall Street Journal
•Chicken Soup for the Soul

@_AngelaWinﬁeld

•Voted a Super Lawyers’ Rising Star
•Recognized as a Zeta Phi Beta Woman of Courage

Inspirational is just one way to describe Angela and her amazingly impactful
story of achieving success. Despite being declared legally blind at age ten, being
severely depressed, withdrawn and suicidal at age 14 and going totally blind at
age 20, Angela Winﬁeld graduated from high school at the top of her class,
graduated from two ivy league institutions, passed the bar exam and became a
practicing attorney, published author, a community leader and successful
entrepreneur -- all before reaching age thirty.
Angela shares her story and the practical skills used to overcome obstacles in
her life: blindness, self-doubt, image issues, extreme shyness and lack of
conﬁdence, and how she stopped letting these things limit her in order to
achieve success and attain happiness and fulﬁllment. She gives her audiences
and clients the four “keys” to unlocking their true potential and for O.P.E.N.-ing
the doors to success. She speaks from experience in her everyday life
demonstrates the strength of the human spirit- something we all possess.

@theangelawinﬁeld

Angela delivers empowering keynote
addresses, workshops & seminars.
TOP 3 REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS & KEYNOTES

O.P.E.N. Create A Life You Love Living
This is a powerful and content-rich, motivational and inspirational, 45-minute
keynote program that will OPEN your mind, OPEN your eyes and OPEN the
door to your full potential, unlimited vision and true success! Transformative
only begins to describe the power of OPEN.

A License to Drive Blind: Engage Your Employees,
the Engine Driving Your Business
In this program, Angela gets your employees to kick productivity
and creativity into overdrive. She bridges the gap between providing information and promoting implementation. She shows your employees exactly
how to connect and align their personal passion and values not only to their
current role in the corporation, but to the corporate mission at large.

Blind Leadership: How to Lead with Vision
This program empowers managers, blind or sighted, to not merely manage
employees, but to lead employees to optimal performance; meaning that employees
quantitatively, give their most, and qualitatively, produce their best. Ultimately, this
shift from basic level (or even superior level) management skills to inspired leadership
has the potential to not only increase proﬁts, but also to further your organization’s
mission and vision. Angela customizes the program to meet the particular needs of
your organization and helps to bring individualized solutions into focus.
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WHAT AUDIENCES ARE SAYING
“Being in Angela’s powerful presence truly is a gift! She has the
ability to see through your facade and connect directly with your
soul to light you up from the inside out! I was completely taken
with her incredibly clear and powerful vision of what is possible,
and a proven system for transforming that possibility into reality.
Her master key system will inspire you and guide you to access
your true potential and create a fulfilling life you love.”

@_AngelaWinﬁeld

- Carey Peters, Co-Founder, HolisticMBA.com

“Angela's story of tribulation and perseverance has touched the lives
of everyone who had the opportunity to hear her speak. She, without
doubt, has succeeded in motivating my sales team to put forth their
best effort in every endeavor. Not only is Angela an inspiring
individual, her professionalism has made her a pleasure to work with.
Given the opportunity, I would not hesitate to invite her to speak at
future company events.”

@theangelawinﬁeld

- Matthew M. Dauksza, Managing Director The Prudential Insurance Company of America

“Inspiring, encouraging, motivational, informative, and humorous -Angela Winfield is everything anyone could ask for in a speaker. Our
students and staff continued to comment on Angela’s presentation
long after it occurred. Everyone who attended Angela’s presentation
benefitted from what she had to say. We look forward to having her
back for another presentation at Cornell!”
- Vanessa Lillard, Assistant Director Cornell University Office of Academic Diversity Initiatives
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TO SPEAK AT YOUR EVENT:

Cornell University
Syracuse University
Upstate University Hospital
Prudential Financial
Gwen Inc.
NAACP
Mobility International USA
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Options for Independence
Annual Conference
“Our Mothers, Our Daughters,
Our Health” Annual Conference
Various School Districts
Dewitt Library
New York State Commission for the
Blind and Visually Handicapped

"There’s always a path to success- in business
and life. It’s a matter of whether you can see iteven if there are obstacles in the way."
-Angela Winﬁeld
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